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• Pre-Encumbrance (PE)
The Pre-Encumbrance document allows you to encumber funds for which unofficial commitments
have already been made; or to encumber funds for a future expense. It may also be used to
encumber funds for travel documents, hourly wages or other expenses that are not normally
encumbered.

Document Overview Tab

Include a short description and an explanation for your entry. The Org Doc # field (8 characters) is
optional and might include a departmental identifier for this document.

Pre-Encumbrance Details Tab

The Pre-Encumbrance Details tab contains an optional Reversal Date field date. When entering an
encumbrance, a reversal date may be entered to indicate when the system should automatically
reverse the encumbrance. This date must not be earlier than the current date.
Note: Encumbrances entered on a PE document without a reversal date must be reversed manually
by processing another PE document and entering one or more accounting lines in the
Disencumbrance section of the document.

Accounting Lines-Encumbrance Section

Enter your accounting information on this tab. The Org Ref ID field is optional, but may include a
departmental identifier to further describe your transaction.
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Accounting Lines-Disencumbrance Section

Lines on the Disencumbrance section require a Reference Number which identifies the document
number of the previous pre-encumbrance that needs to be removed. Disencumbrances entered in
the PE document would only be used to remove an encumbrance previously established with a PE
document.
Example 1: Dr. Smith will be traveling a few months from now (March). A reversal date near Dr.
Smith’s return date is included. This encumbrance will be automatically reversed on March 31,
2010.
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Example 2: Encumber funds for FY2010 hourly wages. As these will be paid throughout the year,
the reversal date field is left blank. This encumbrance was processed on document 526897.

Example 3: Disencumber a portion of the encumbrance from Example 2. $510 of hourly wages
(expenses) were processed this month. As the original encumbrance was processed on document
526897, that number needs to be included in the reference number field. After this document is
processed, $4,490 will remain encumbered ($5,000 less $510).

Include the document # from the
original PE document in the
reference number field.
If the reference number field from the original document is NOT used, the original encumbrance is
not liquidated. Also, a second encumbrance will be created for a negative amount.

Contact
Your Campus Services representative - http://busfin.colostate.edu/cs.aspx
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